Bugliari Reports
On S. Africa Panel
The Office of the Judicial
Administrator yesterday issued a
statement
regarding
its
confidential report to University
President Dale R. Corson in
reference
to
the
alleged
disruption'of a panel discussion
on South Africa in Willard
Straight Hall on December 5.
The statement by Judicial
Administrator Joseph B. Bugliari
said that his office asked to
undertake an investigation by the
University administration shortly
after the incident occurred. The
Judicial
Administrator's
investigation is now complete,
the statement said, and the
conclusion is that a disruption
did occur but that no complaint
concerning the incident was ever
made
to
the
Judicial
Administrator. In his statement.
Bugliari
said.
"It
is the
conclusion of the report of this
office to the President that the
institution of formal judicial
proceedings
against
any
particular individual involved is
not warranted."
In
a
related
statement.
President Corson said he had
received and read the Judicial
Administrator's report and "I
accept
its
conclusions."
"However." Corson went on.
"the report makes it clear that a
disruption did occur and that
freedom of speech was denied in
this incident. This is a matter of
the utmost gravity for a university
community, and I intend to
discuss it with the University
faculty at the meeting scheduled
for January 1 3."
(Editor's Note: See a related
letter on this matter in today's
Chronicle Comment on Page
10.)
The
disruption
at
issue
occurred
during
a
panel
discussion on South African
apartheid policy in the Memorial
Room of Willard Straight under
the sponsorship of the Cornell
International Affairs Assocfation.
Following the disruption, two
panel participants, Eddy Bothe of
the South African Information
Agency, and N.W. Mbekeani,
ambassador of Malawi to the
United States and permanent

representative of Malawi to the
United
Nations, moved to
another room to present their
points of view.
The complete statement from
the Judicial Administrator read:
"With reference to the alleged
disruption
of
the
panel
discussion on South Africa on 5
December 1970. the Office of
the Judicial Administrator makes
the following statement.
"Shortly after this incident
occurred,
the
University
administration asked this office
to undertake an investigation
The investigation has been
completed, and a confidential
report has been made to the
President.
"The report concludes that a
Continued on Page 11
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Corson to Meet with Senate
Tonight to Discuss Actions

President Dale R. Corson will meet with the Cornell University Senate tonight to discuss the
administration's past actions regarding Senate recommendations and to clarify the relationship between
the Senate and the administration.
The meeting, which will be at 7:30 p.m. in Kaufmann Auditorium, Goldwin Smith Hall, is the result of
disillusionment among some senators concerning the powers of the Senate.
Several senators walked out of the last Senate meeting. December 17, after the body voted down a
resolution that said the Senate would transact no further business until Corson met with the Senate during
the week of Januarv 4.
registration will begin Sept. 2-3,
Part of the disillusionment
1971 and classes will begin the
resulted from Corson's decision
following Monday, September 6.
that persons still may be
Final examinations for the fall
excluded from the campus in
semester will end December 23.
cases of disruption. The Senate
Spring semester registration
had recommended that the
Three more years of continued deficit financing and budgetary belt
will be Jan. 20-21. 1972 and
banning of persons from the
tightening are the prospect for Cornell, according to Vice President for
classes will begin January 24.
campus be eliminated as one of
Administration Samuel A. Lawrence.
The semester will end May 22
the alternatives' used to preserve
In an interview appearing on Page 5 of today's Chronicle, Lawrence
and Commencement Day will be
order.
said, "our goal is a break-even budget, that is. with expenses equaling
May 26.
Tonight's meeting will be the
income, by academic year 1973-74."
last meeting this semester of
He described Cornell's current financial problems as "severe but
Cornell's Senate. Nominating
not insurmountable."
petitions for new senators are
Lawrence said he was optimistic about Cornell's ability to eliminate
available at the Senate office in
the six year trend of increasing deficits but tempered his optimism
131 Day Hall and must be
FEMALE
Studies
cowith considerable caution.
submitted with the proper
ordinator named
"With some extra effort and a
number of signatures for each
Page 2
willingness to re-examine some
IVY
LEAGUE
presidents
category
—
students.
20
okay participation in NIT
existing expenses and defer for a
signatures; faculty, 5; and
Page 2
bit some of the things we would
employes. 10 — by Tuesday.
"FAR
ABOVE"
sold
to
like to do. coupled with an upturn
February 2. Elections will be
M i a m i firm.
in the general economy and a
Tuesday, February 16 in Barton
Page 4
little luck, we should be able to
Hall. Members of the Geneva
TEXT of Lawrence interview.
work out of the present
campus will vote in Geneva. The
Page 5
problems," he said.
WINTER'S
garb
covers
new senators will take office
Ithaca. — a Chronicle photo
Lawrence said cost reduction
March 1 for one year
feature.
goals for non-academic parts of
In recent business, the Senate
Page 9
the University were even higher
approved the 1971-72 calendar
BUSINESS
School
than the previously announced
as presented by the Senate
participates in program to
target of a cumulative cut in
stiumlate exports.
Calendar Committee. Under the
expenses of ten percent over the
Page 3
new calendar fall semester
next three years for academic
areas.
PROPOSED ACADEMIC CALENDAR FOR
»"Our effort will be to achieve
1971-72
even larger savings in the nonSubmitted by the University Senate
academic areas, recognizing the
Committee on the Academic Calendar
fact that the main purpose of the
University
is
.-instruction
and
SAMUEL LAWRENCE
Registration, new and rejoined students
Th,
Sept.
2
research and that we should hold
V.P. for Administration
Registration, old students
F,
Sept.
3
support costs at a minimum."
Fall
term
Instruction
begins,
7:30a.m.
M,
Sept.
6
He explained that those
Thanksgiving recess:
support areas which generate
Instruction suspended, 1:10 p.m.
income, such as Housing and
w. Nov. 24
Dining, would be expected to
Instruction resumed, 7:30a.m.
M,
Nov. 29
operate on a break-even basis.Fall term Instruction ends, 1:10p.m.
S,
II
0K.
additional income revenues to Those support units, however,
Independent study period begins, 2:00 p.m.
S,
II
Dec.
the athletic department"
which are financed from general
Final examinations begin
Th,
Dec. 16
The
tentative
broadcast
University funds would be
Final examinations end
Th,
Dec. 23
schedule includes hockey games expected to achieve expense
with Harvard January 9, at 8
reductions of 15 percent over the
Christmas recess and Intenesslon
p.m.; Boston University January
next three years.
23 at 8 p.m., Brown March 6 at
Commenting on the prospects
Registration, new and rejoined students
2 p.m. and a fourth game yet to for salary increases for the
Th,
Jan. 20
Registration, old students
be selected; basketball games coming academic year Lawrence
F,
Jan. 21
with Harvard February 13, Y_ale said, "funds will be available for
Spring term Instruction begins, 7:30 a.m.
M,
Jan. 24
February 19 and Pennsylvania necessary and desirable salary
Spring recess
March 5. all at 8:15 p.m.; the increases depending essentially
Instruction suspended, 1:10p.m.
S,
Mar. la
Cornell invitational track meet on our success in meeting
Instruction resumed, 7:30a.m.
M,
Mar. 27
January 30 at 8 p.m., the New overall budget reduction goals.
Spring term Instruction ends, 1:10p.m.
May
6
s,
York University track meet Alsowe
recognize
that
Independent study period begins, 2:00 p.m.
May
6
S,
February 6 at 7 p.m.; and two particularly for employees in the
Final examinations begin
M,
May 15
lacrosse games yet to be lower
salary
brackets
the
Final examinations end
selected.
increased cost of living is a factor
M,
May 22
Commencement Day
which
we
must give
Ceracche Television Corp. will to
F,
May 26
produce
the
broadcasts. consideration."

Lawrence Sees More
Deficit Spending

Cerrache T. V. Will Cover
Cornell Athletic Contests
Live television broadcasts of
11 Cornell University athletic
contests will be seen in the
Ithaca
area
on
Ceracche
Television Corporation's cable
system (cable television channel
2) during coming months.
The series, which will be
broadcast in black-and-white,
will start this Saturday (January
9) at 8 p.m. with the CornellHarvard hockey game.
Robert J. Kane. Cornell's
director of athletics, made the
announcement yesterday. He
said, "We consider this series an
interesting experiment We hope
that as audience interest grows
the television schedule will
expand and perhaps bring
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Oil Dumping in Cayu ga Inlet
Pollutes Water, Kills Ducks

Farley Will Coordinate

Oil dumping in the Old Inlet to
Cayuga Lake has polluted about
4,000 feet of water and resulted
in the deaths of at least a dozen
ducks
in
the
past
week,
ornithologists at the Laboratory
of Ornithology reported last
week.

Jennie T. T. Farley '54. a sociologist, has been named academic
coordinator of the newly established Female Studies Program at
Cornell.
The announcement was made December 21. by Alfred L. Baldwin,
director of the University's Center for Research in Education. The
program was formed this fall under the auspices of the Center.
Mrs. Farley has already assumed her part-time duties as academic
coordinator of the program which is aimed at broadening teaching
and research about women. She is seeking to bring together faculty
and students who share interests in the sociology, psychology,
biology, history, education and literature of women.
~
One of the more recent results
of the program's efforts is a new
course to be offered this spring
by the English Department. The
course, English 482. is entitled
"The Representation of Women
in Literature." Other courses cosponsored
by the
program
include "Evolution of Female
Personality" and "Sociology of
the Female Labor Force."

James Tate Jr.. assistant
director of the laboratory, said
the oil slick is in an area west of
South Meadow Street where
some oil has been found in

grasslands above the present
water level.
"There have been a dozen
ducks known to have been killed
by the oil slick." Tate said. "Many
other
ducks probably went
elsewhere to die. We even have
oil polluted ducks here at the
Sapsucker Woods Pond. Of
course, we can't say they came
from the polluted area, but
there's a pretty good chance of
it."

Black to Assume Science,
Technology Program Post
Hymafiist scholar and philosopher. Max Black, currently a Fellow of
the Institute of Advanced Study at Princeton, will assume a key role in
Cornell University's Program on Science, Technology and Society,
when he returns to the Cornell campus next fall. Provost Robert A.
Plane announced Tuesday.
A member of the Department of Philosophy since 1946, Black is on
a year's sabbatic leave at the Institute for Advanced Learning
engaged in research on the problems of meaning.
"When Professor Black returns
to the campus." Plane said, "he
will divide his research and

MAX BLACK
Named to New Post
teaching activities between the
Department of Philosophy and
the
Program
on
Science.
Technology and Society. Formed
two years ago, the program
attempts "to focus teaching and
research on the relationship
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between science, technology and
public policy, including defense
policy, world food supplies;
ecology, population growth and
increased urbanization '
"We are looking forward to
Professor Black's participation in
the
Program."
its
director
Franklin A. Long, and deputy
director, Raymond Bowers said :
in an announcement which also
stated:
"Professor Black will not only
bring to the Program a world
recognized
reputation
as a
distinguished
humanist,
philosopher and scholar, but
what is even more important will
apply those intellectual skills and
insights responsible for his
reputation, to the
complex
problems the Program was
designed to study His active
participation
in
our
interdisciplinary teaching and
research
programs
will
be
enormously helpful to both."
In order to reflect Black's new
priorities of concern. Plane said,
the title has held since 1954. as
the "Susan Linn Sage Professor
of
Philosophy,"
has
been
changed to the "Susan Linn
Sage Professor of Philosophy
and
Humane Letters." The
change was approved by the
Executive Committee of the
University Board of Trustees at
its December meeting
In addition, said Plane, Black
will continue to administer the
Andrew D White Professors-atLarge
program.
Black
has
headed
the
program
since
playing principal role in its
founding in 1965.
In addition to his more recent
scholarly activities which have
included writing a book on
philosophy and language titled
"Margins
of
Precision,"
published this year by the Cornell
University
Press,
Black
conducted a class last spring in
semanatics. philosophy
215,
taken
by
some
100
undergraduate
and
graduate
Continued on Page 12

Two of the dead ducks are at
the New York State Veterinary
College where Dr. Malcolm C.
Peckham. professor of veterinary
avian diseases, will perform
autopsies.
The fate of the ducks was
called to the ornithologists'
attention by two outdoorsmen
who were in the area looking for
short-eared owls. They reported
their discovery to the laboratory
officials who called the Tompkins
County Health Department.
"A little bit of oil like that can
kill more ducks in a week than I
can kill in a year." one of the
outdoorsmen said.
The outdoorsmen
reported
they spotted between 150 and
200 ducks in the area and
several were so heavily covered
with oil that they could not fly.
This enabled them to capture
one and take it to the laboratory.
George Guest, acting director
of the Tompkins County Health
Department, said his department
has picked up two samples of
water
from the
inlet
and
discovered that they contained
oil and another liquid commonly
used to cleanse cars before
undercoating is applied.
"We have an idea where it (the
pollutants)
came
from,"
a
spokesman for the department
said.
The State
Department of
Environmental Conservation in
Cortland was called when the
county agency determined that
pollution was involved. Both
departments are investigating.
"Once a bird gets oiled, it's in
real trouble," Tate said. "It's a
long, slow process getting them
back to normal if it's at all
possible."
Bradley L. Griffin, associate
aquatic biologist at the State
Department of Environmental
Conservation said any kind of
prolonged exposure by ducks to
oil is fatal since it destroys the
insulating quality of the feathers.
The oil itself or certain additives,
may pr.ove toxic when ingested,
he added.

Female Studies Program

In addition to her duties with
the program, Mrs. Farley is also a
research
associate
in
the
International Population Program
and a lecturer in the Department
of Rural Sociology, New York
State College of Agriculture.

JENNIE T.T.FARLEY
Female Studies Co-ordinator

Even Works
Shown in NYC
A
group
of
plein
air
watercolors of Spain by Kenneth
W. Even, professor of art at
Cornell, is currently on display at
the Kraushaar Galleries in New
York City.
Plein air paintings are those
which reflect the atmosphere
and colors of the outdoors.
Even's works are among those in
a three-man show which will
continue through January 2.
Even recently returned from a
sabbatic
leave
in
the
Mediterranean region where he
painted some 1 50 watercolors of
areas in Italy, including Sicily,
and many provinces in Spain.
The other two artists whose
works are exhibited are James
Lechay and James Penney.

Ivy League Presidents
Okay NIT Tournament
The presidents of the eight Ivy
League institutions have voted to
add the
National
Invitation
Tournament (NIT) in basketball
to the approved list of activities
for Ivy League members.
The NIT decision, announced
today by Cornell
University
President
Dale
R. Corson.
Chairman of the Ivy Group Policy
Committee, was made earlier
this month at an Ivy Group
meeting in New York City
The Policy Committee's action
was
taken
with
the
understanding that the decision
to accept an NIT invitation will
remain
with
the
individual
institution involved, and that Ivy
League members will continue to
be obliged to accept a bid from
the National Collegiate Athletic

Association
(NCAA) first, if
qualified to play in an NCAA
tournament.
The Committee also clarified
its proposal, passed last year, on
post-season participation by Ivy
League undergraduates. The
Committee stated the intent of
this
proposal
was
"that
participation
(in
post-season
contests) is limited to one postseason contest per sport for each
undergraduate
who
has
completed his senior year in that
sport."
In other action, the Policy
Committee named Columbia's
McGill to succeed Corson as
chairman. McGill assumes the
chairmanship tomorrow (January
1) for a two-year term.

A graduate of the College of
Arts and Sciences in 1954, with
a bachelor of arts degree in
English. Mrs. Farley earned a
master of science degree in
1969 and a doctorate degree in
1970. both in developmental
sociology at Cornell.
Mrs. Farley has been active in
the female studies movement at
Cornell for several years. Last
spring, she served as cochairman
of
Cornell's
"Conference on the Future of
Female Studies." She was a
speaker at Cornell's January
1969 "Intersession Conference
on Women" on the panel, "The
Education of Women." She was
awarded a grant by the graduate
school in the summer of 1969 to
study women in the labor force.
Mrs. Farley has spoken at
women's conferences at Oberlin
College,
the
University
of
Pittsburgh and at Mansfield
State College in Pennsylvania.
She delivered a paper before the
Upstate New York Sociological
Society in May, 1969 at NY.
State University at Binghamton.
During the current term, she
has conducted a section of
"Population
Problems."
a
sociology course in the College
of Arts and Sciences. Students
are undertaking a research
project to analyze change in
society's
attitudes
toward
women's roles and ideal family
size, as reflected in women's
magazine fiction. Under the
sponsorship of Female Studies,
Mrs. Farley has conducted a
seminar which drew student
researchers
in
several
departments who were studying
women. One group researched
and delivered a series of lectures
on women and the health care
system as their course project.
Formerly of Fanwood. N.J.. in
1956 she married Donald T.
Farley, a professor of electrical
engineering and coordinator of
graduate studies in electrical
engineering at Cornell. The
Farleys have three children.
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Birds as Astronomers

Ornithologists Study Migration

HEW QUARTERS for the Office of the Dean of Students in Barnes Hall, are
Pictured above The staff of Dean Elmer Meyer Jr. moved' to the newly
renovated building over the Christmas Recess. The University Senate now
°ccupyies the old Dean of Students offices in Day Hall.

Cornell BPA School
Helps Small Businesses
Small businesses in Central professor in the school, said that
New York that are trying to boost any firm wishing to work with
e
xport sales can now get help Cornell in increasing its sales
from
Cornell
University's abroad should contact him at
Graduate School of Business and (607)256-3959.
Public Administration.
Under the program, more than
The school, in cooperation 200 graduate students from 21
with the U.S. Department of universities across the United
Commerce, is undertaking a States will research world trade
for
U.S. exporters
Program which is aimed at leads
in new foreign
increasing foreign sales and, interested
9iving business administration markets and for businessmen
students practical training in seeking their first overseas sales.
program
will
be
international
c o m m e r c e . The
Frederick T. Bent, associate administered jointly by the
participating universities and the
Commerce Department's Bureau
Tower Road Opens
of International Commerce (BIC).
Another piece of the new
"This new program has been
traffic circulation system
developed primarily to help small
on the Cornell University
U.S. businesses that feel they
campus has gone into
lack personnel, know-how or
place with the section of.
resources to become exporters
East Avenue
between,
and. in many cases, are unaware
Tower Road and Campus
of the profit potential in
Road becoming essentially
exporting."
Secretary
of
a one-way street.
Commerce Maurice H. Stans
Signs have been erected
said.
at the intersection of East
"But the implications of the
Ave. and Campus Rd.
program," Stans said, "go far
forbidding turns onto East
beyond its rewards for any single
Ave. except by buses and
manufacturer.
emergency vehicles—fire,
"The local economy will
police and ambulance and
benefit by the additional jobs that
U.S. mail trucks.
exports create. The universities
Tower Rd. has been
will
benefit
by
placing
opened one-way between
themselves in a position of
East Ave. and Garden Ave.,
further
service
to
their
so that traffic may move
communities and their students.
west. Plans are to have it
The students will benefit from
opened both ways by
actual working experience in
January 10. according to
their chosen field of study.
Lowell T. George, director
"Most important, the nation
of the Safety Division.
will benefit with every new
Authorized
vehicles
export dollar that business, the
which previously have
academic
community
and
entered campus via the
Government can generate in this
intersection of East Ave.
new cooperative effort."
and Campus Rd. are now
The national program was
being directed on up
sparked by the success of a
Campus Rd.. through the
project launched in 1966 for the
gate by Barton Hall, over
New England States by Dr.
Garden Ave. to Tower Rd..
Richard D. Robinson of the Sloan
and back down Tower Rd.
School
of
Management.
to East Ave.
Continued on Page 8

A Cornell ornithologist has shown that Indigo
Buntings must learn some astronomy before
making long migratory trips and that their uncanny
guidance system is not entirely genetically built-in,
as many scientists have thought.
Stephen T. Emlen. a faculty affiliate of the
Laboratory of Ornithology, said experiments he
conducted at Cornell show that stars and star
patterns are of little value to migrating Indigo
Buntings unless the birds can use the rotating
motion of the night sky to determine a north-south
reference axis. Emlen's experiments were reported
in "Science," the weekly publication of the
American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
The riddle of how birds find their way with
apparently little trouble over vast distances has
puzzled scientists for years. The remarkable
precision involved in long-range migrations has
brought forth many theories throughout the years.
One proposal was that bird navigation may depend
on the mechanical effects which result from the
earth's rotation. Another theory, now largely
discounted, is that birds may be sensitive to
" infrared light, enabling them to see clearly at night
and through fog. Still another theory holds that
birds are influenced"by the earth's magnetic field.
The idea that birds can use the stars to guide
them during their migrations is now generally
accepted. But there is considerable controversy
over ' whether these navigation abilities are
genetically built-in instincts or must be learned
from actual experiences.
Early students of birds were impressed by the
fact that the young of many species migrate alone,
setting out on a course they have never traveled
before without the benefit of experienced
companions. This suggested that directional
tendencies must develop without any prior
migratory experience and. therefore, must be
entirely genetically predetermined.
Field studies, however, showed differences in the
navigational capabilities between young and adult
birds. When birds of several species were captured
and displaced from their normal autumn migration
routes, the adults corrected for this displacement
and returned to their normal winter quarters.
However, birds on their first autumnal migration
did not.
"Prior migratory experience improved orientation
performance." Emlen said. "In my experiements.
the consistency and accuracy of the orientation
exhibited by adult Indigo Buntings was greater than
that of young, hand-raised birds."
To conduct his experiments, Emlen. who is an
associate professor of neurobiology and behavior,
used 25 nestling Indigo Buntings between the ages
of four and 10 days. The birds were hand-raised in
the laboratory where their visual experience with
celestial cues was carefully controlled. The birds
were hand-fed and kept in cages which' were
housed in a room equipped with a hung ceiling
made of transluscent plastic. This prevented the
birds from ever viewing a point source of light
during their development. Both flourescent and
incadescent lights were used above the artificial
ceiling and the length of the day was controlled by
an astronomical time-clock to simulate that present
outdoors.
After about 25 days of hand-feeding, when the
birds became self-sufficient, the birds were placed
in one of three experimental groups. One group of
10 birds never left the living quarters until their
orientation tendencies were tested during the
autumn migration season. These birds had never
viewed either the sun or the night sky.
The second group of eight birds also was
prevented from seeing the sun. However, these
birds were taken into Cornell's research
planetarium and exposed to the normal night sky
during the months of August and September. The
artificial sky in the planetarium was set up to
duplicate the real outdoor sky. The artificial sky also
was changed appropriately to simulate the
seasonal changes that occur between August and
the migration season.
The third group, which included seven birds, also

was subjected to planetarium exposure They. too.
were exposed to the artificial sky — but this time
there was a difference. The star projector was
modified to allow the celestial sphere to be rotated
on any axis Emlen chose rather than on the normal
north-south axis. Emlen selected the bright star
Betelgeuse as the new "pole star" and the

STAR GAZER — Stephen T. Emlen. ornithologist, gazes
at some artificial stars projected onto the ceiling of a
planetarium where he conducts experiments with night
migrating birds. The purpose of his experiments is to
learn more about how birds migrate vast distances
without getting lost. Indigo Buntings that were raised
from infancy and which have never seen the sky are
placed in circular cages and permitted to see the
artificial sky. Their reaction on seeing the "fake" sky gives
Emlen clues about how they determine their direction.
constellation Orion became the dominant pattern
in the "northern area" of the new sky.
"The logic behind this experiment is this," Emlen
explained. "If celestial rotation provides a reference
axis for migratory orientation, then the birds of the
third group might adopt this incorrect axis and
orient their migratory activity in an inappropriate
direction. On the other hand, if young birds possess
a gentically predetermined star map as has been
proposed by some authors, then the birds should
orient "south" with reference to the normal sky."
In other words, if birds find their way by insticnt
alone, then the artificial sky set up in the
planetarium would not cause any change in their
flight direction.
Of the 10 buntings in the first group, not one
demonstrated a clear-cut directional tendency.
These results argue against the existence of a
hereditary star map that the bunting can refer to for
navigational information. Emlen said. Rather, he
continued, they suggest that visual-celestial
experience during early life is important for the
normal development of stellar orientation abilities.
The results from buntings from the second
group support this interpretation. Emlen said. Of
the eight birds, seven exhibited a southerly
preference in their migratory restlessness, the
appropriate direction for their first autumnal
migration flight.
Once the birds have used the rotational
movement of the sky to determine north and south,
they can use the stars to navigate. Emlen said.
His studies. Emlen said, provide a clear sample
of the "fallacy" of labeling behavior as either
instinctive or learned. Rather, they show the
interaction of both instinctive and learned
components in the development of behavior
patterns.
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Cornell Engineers Seek
End to "Visual Pollution "
Cornell
University
environmental engineers and
scientists have suggested that
car makers, now focusing on
eliminating air pollution, pay
more attention to, fighting visual
pollution.
In a report made public
Monday.
the
engineers
suggested
that
automobile
manufacturers
can
help
eliminate
rusting
hulks of
abandoned
cars
from
the
environment by making cars that
can be dismantled easier.
"New construction techniques
which allow easier dismantling
and more efficient recycling of

materials ought to be considered
as a possible method of
stimulating hulk reuse." the
report said.
The
report.
titled
"The
Recycling of Auto Hulks: An
Assessment." was prepared by'
Cornell's
Center
for
Environmental
Quality
Management
and
the
University's Program on Science.
Technology and Society. Besides
Cornell faculty and staff, the
study
involved persons
in
government and industry and
was coordinated by Walter R.
Lynn, director of the Center and
the
School
of
Civil and

Four Named to New
Posts in University
A number of appointments
and promotions were announced
by University officials during the
Christmas recess.
The appointment of Henry G
Vaughan to the new position of
director of management systems
and analysis at Cornell University
was announced Dec 28 by
Samuel A. Lawrence, vice
president for administration.

JOHNW RUDAN
OCS Acting Director
Vaughan.
who
holds
a
bachelor's degree in engineering
and a master's degree in
business
and
public
administration from Cornell, will
be
responsible
for
the
development
of
quantitative
techniques to measure and
analyze university resources and
activities.
Since March 1967. Vaughan
has held various management
engineering posts with TRW
Systems in Washington, D C ,
and most recently was senior
staff engineer in the Computer
Science Laboratory there.
Prior to that he was a senior
planning engineer for Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft in East Hartford,
Conn., and worked as a
management analyst for the
USAF
Ballistics
Systems
Division.
He was graduated from the
Sibley School of Mechanical
Engineering at Cornell in 1961
with
a bachelor's degree.

majoring in thermodynamics. His
master's degree in the Graduate
School of Business and Public
Administration was earned in
1962. In addition, he did
graduate study in business
administration at New York
University in 1966.
The Management Systems and
Analysis Division, to be headed
by Vaughan, is a new division
which will integrate and build on
the activities of three existing
offices: An office of information
systems (currently unstaffed), an
office of institutional studies, and
the
administrative
services
division of the office of computer
services.
John W. Rudan, a senior
consultant in the Office of
Computer Services (OCS) since
September, has been named
acting director of the office which
is headquartered in Langmuir
Laboratory near the Tompkins
County Airport.
Rudan
replaces
Erik D
McWilliams who has been
granted a year's leave of absence
to serve as a staff associate in
the Office of Computer Activities
in
the
National
Science
Foundation
(NSF)
in
Washington, DC
The Office of
Computer
Services was organized in 1966
to consolidate many of the
University's computing and dataprocessing activities. Besides its
headquarters at Langmuir. the
office
includes
input-output
computing stations at various
points throughout the Cornell
campus.
A
native
of
Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Rudan earned a
bachelor of science degree in
mechanical engineering from the
University of Manitoba in 1955.
He earned a -master of science
degree in industrial engineering
from Cornell in 1962. He was
associated
with
Cornell's
Computing Center starting in
1959 and was director from
1964 to 1966 prior to the
office's consolidation with the
OCS

For the past several years he
has been a graduate student in
the Biometrics Unit at Cornell
Continued on Page 11

Environmental Engineering.
In cities such as New York,
where automobiles are being
abandoned on the streets and
highways at a rate approaching
50.000 cars per year, such
vehicles pose severe problems.
''Abandoned
vehicles
accumulate in the countryside as
well." the report said. "While
once rural residents could expect
to profit from selling their cars to
autowreckers. now the cost of
turning in the car is often greater
than the price they will receive
for the vehicle. The countryside is
polluted with rusting auto hulks."
The suggestion that new car
assembly
techniques
be
introduced to allow easier
dismantling
of
cars
was
contained in a section of the
report prepared by Edward M.
Dickson. a research associate at
Cornell.
Cars could be made more
homogeneous
in
material
composition, the report said.
"Zinc is an example of a
material which seems to have no
clear advantage in its use in door
handles." the report said. "Zinc
in such a role leads to time
consuming disassembly. If it
were replaced with steel, there
would obviously be no need to
remove it."
The report also said new
fastening
techniques
which
would allow easier dismantling
should be studied. Fasteners
might even be designed, the
report said, that would shear if
the car were dropped vertically
from a height of perhaps 20 feet.
"Modular
construction
techniques
ought
to
be
encouraged." the report said.
"All dashboard wiring might be
placed in a removable box. If the
wiring were copper, then the box
could be made of copper so that
the entire box could be removed
for recycle. If steel wire were
used, there would be no need for
the modular technique unless it
speeded assembly."
It might also be wise, the
report added, to discourage the
use of new composite materials
which have the potential to make
disassembly more difficult or to
further contaminate the scrap
Such items as vinyl clad roof tops
and steel chrome bumpers are
barriers to efficient recycling, the
report continued.
Finally, the report said, certain
aesthetic desjgn characteristics
might also be discouraged, such
as non-ferrous exterior trim and
the grill, a visual relic of the days
of exterior radiators. Louvered
steel panels could cool the
radiator equally well.
In an introduction to the report,
the engineers and scientists said
the motivation for the study was
not merely the aesthetic blight
caused by abandoned vehicles or
the burden on communities of
disposing of abandoned autos.
The auto discarded on the city
streets or decaying in the
countryside is a symptom of a
society that has not yet learned
to recycle and reuse the products-

CU Plane Sold

FLYING HIGH NO LONGER — The "Par Above." the University's DC-3,
sits on the landing apron at Tompkins County Airport during transfer
ceremonies last week. The passenger plane, which was given to the
University by Leroy Grumman several years ago, was sold to a Miami
firm Dec. 31
At'5 p.m Wednesday, Dec. 30,
the "Far Above" landed at
Tompkins County Airport for the
last time as a Cornell University
plane.
The 22-passenger red and
white DC-3, which has flown
more than 250,000 miles and
carried
about
30.000
passengers, has been sold to
Englert Aviation of Miami. Fla..
which will lease it to an upstate
New York organization. During
its Cornell days, the plane-carried
high * government
officials,
foreign ambassadors, athletic
squads and special student
groups as well as Cornell faculty
and staff.
Presented to Cornell as a gift
by industrialist Leroy Grumman
in 1957. the plane was known to
pilots and air traffic controllers
throughout the Northeast as "76
Baker." It was named the "Far
Above" by President Emeritus
Deane W. Malott.
During its stay at Cornell, the
DC-3 was used to meet travel
requirements which could not be
met
by
commercial

transportation. After the plane
was accepted from Grumman.
Cornell contracted with Mohawk
Airlines Inc. to maintain and
operate the plane in its behalf. A
permanent flight crew. Capt .I
John A. Harman and Co-Capt.
William Hunt, was assigned to fly!
the aircraft and William "Moon"{
Mullin was named mechanic.
Because of a reduction in
need for special charter service
and rising costs, the University '
cancelled its contract with
Mohawk in 1969 and selected
Flight Service of Syracuse to |
maintain and operate the DC-3.
Since usage continued to
decline. Flight Service was
notified last month that service
was to be discontinued on Dec
31.
University travel requirements
which cannot be satisfied by
available commercial service will
now be met by other charter
aircraft
or
buses,
with
arrangements coordinated by the
University's Travel Office in Day
Hall.

B&P Attempts Cost Cuts
Cornell's
Department
of
Buildings and Properties has
launched a program to conserve
utilities in an effort to stop or
slow down the rising costs of
heating and lighting buildings.
Cushing
Phillips
Jr.,
department director, said one
aspect of the effort will be to
reduce heat losses through
unnecessary
and
excessive
heating of buildings, particularly
research buildings, when these
facilities are virtually unoccupied.
"We estimate." Phillips said,
"that by shutting down the
building fresh-air supply systems
and all but the few really
necessary fume hoods in Baker
Laboratory,
the
Chemistry
Research Wing. Clark Hall and
the Space Sciences Building.
Cornell can realize savings on the
order of $20,000 per year. This

seems well worth the small
amount of rescheduling or
communications that might be
made
necessary
by
the
conservation measures."
Phillips said that fresh-air
systems will be shut down by
remote controls at the Central
Chilled Water Plant. The plan, he
said, is to have all but essential
exhaust systems and air supply
systems shut down ducwg the
night
hours.
The
exact
scheduling of the operation is
being developed by Building and
Properties
and
affected
academic departments.
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Lawrence Examines University Finances
we will avoid a multitude of "nuisance" administrative and academic areas as
new activities and new sources of funds
fees and charges.
Q: What cuts in expense have already become available, creating new positions
for current personnel. In this way we hope
been made?
Lawrence: To reduce . non-academic to shift people, when possible, from
costs, we have been holding positions
vacant when people leave whenever
"Cornell decided just a year
possible and there have also been a
ago,
to pursue a ore aggressive
couple of reductions in forces, particularly
investment
policy
with
in dining areas. A specific example is the
endowments."
curtailment of service in Hughes Hall, the
cafeteria is on almost a skeleton
arrangement now. It was open for three positions supported by unrestricted1
meals, now it is open only for lunch.
self-supporting
budget
funds
into
Two more examples would be funds for operations.
Q: Regarding hiring policies, is it
building alterations and also equipment
funds which have been reduced drastically possible that an absolute freeze may be
in the last few years. The Buildings and placed on filling vacancies in nonf
group have launched a academic areas in the future?
"Our efforts will be to achieve even larger savings in the non- Properties
program to eliminate excess utilities
Some colleges have done
academic areas, recognizing that fact that the main purpose of the usage and we are about to tackle our this,Lawrence:
putting an absolute freeze on hiring
University is instruction and research and that we should hold friend, the Xerox machine. Steps already for short periods of time. At Cornell we
support costs to a minimum.
have been taken to economize on certain hope to avoid such measures., recognizing
publications. We have sold the University that there are some jobs that are essential
Furthermore, inflationary pressures on the situation so that income covers expense. plane. So the list of cost reductions is to the health, welfare and safety of the
University are adding some $2.5 to $3- Break even operations have not been
growing daily but we still are looking for
community and therefore must be
million to our expense each year and in achieved by most of these enterprises in
more.
continued.
some areas there has been a serious drop, the recent past.
Q: Talking about the budget in a more
Q. Hiring replacements for certain
in government funds So there is a real
In other categories of support services,
categories of vacated positions now general way, would you enumerate the
problem and grounds for concern about such as Buildings & Properties, vigorous
requires vice presidential approval. Is this principal factors that have lead to the
the future.
efforts are being made to try to reduce
budget deficit situation in recent years?
expected to result in staff reduction?
But Cornell also is a very large operation costs wherever possible in order to
Lawrence: One of our aims in
Lawrence: The central problem is
with some very important assets: not only achieve expense reductions, before
attempting to roll back expenses in the inflation — an inflation which has been
our endowment and physical plant but workload and inflationary cost increases,
support and academic areas is to do so in particularly severe in relation to the goods
also a talented and dedicated faculty, loyal of 15 per cent over three years. For
a way which will minimize dislocations of and services needed to operate a modern
alumni, and an outstanding reputation. example, we are projecting a fairly
people by capitalizing on natural procsses university.
We have the strength of a going i substantial reduction in the • level of
of retirements and normal attrition of the
The second factor contributing to the
organization and I am sure that everyone1 custodial services. The point to be made is
intends that we should keep it that way. that support services have to be
With some extra effort and a willingness maintained at a level which will be
"The knowledge explosion, that we have all heard about, means
to re-examine some existing expenses and satisfactory to the academic user and to more things to teach and many more tools needed to teach them.
defer for a bit some of the things we the campus but is still performed at a level They all cost money, and the money needed to stay at the leading
would like to do, coupled with an upturn • of efficiency which squeezes out any edge of higher education is money which we have to spend."
in the general economy and a little luck, excess expense.
we should be able to work out of the
Q: The Provost has indicated that there
present problem — always with the will be a pool set aside for merit raises in staff. So we are making a particularly deficits has been the generally dull state
stipulation, of course, that we are not the academic area. Is there a similar rigorous review of the need to hire on any of the economy. We feel this in a variety of
faced with new problems before we've
arrangement planned for employes, both new personnel to replace those who may ways from increased requirements to
solved the old.
exempt and non-exempt, in the non- have left for one reason or another. We financial aid to the extra costs incurred
are also trying to improve training due to the Mohawk strike. Third, the stock
academic area?
Q: Do we still have funds in the Budget
Stablization reserve to cushion the impact
Lawrence: Funds will be available for opportunities on campus so that the market decline has undoubtedly affected
of the deficit this year?
necessary and desirable salary increases manpower resources which we have can private giving; it also has an even more
direct bearing on the University's current
Lawrence: We began this fiscal year
depending essentially on our success in be utilized more effectively.
Q: Do you have any estimate as to what financial position.
with a reserve of $866,000 which had
meeting overall budget reduction goals.
been built up over past years. Also, we recognize that particularly for this policy might produce in the way of
Cornell decided, just a year ago. to
Unfortunately this reserve is now
employes in the lower salary brackets the reduction of staff in a year?
pursue a more aggressive investment
exhausted. It's worth, remembering that
increased cost of living is a factor to which
Lawrence: Previous turnover rates in
policy with endowments. Over the long
$2-$2.5-million deficit prices out to a loss we must give consideration.
the administrative area have been haul this will prove to be a wise decision
of over $10,000 per day of the regular
but it has meant reduced income during
Q: When do you anticipate making reduced sharply with the slowdown in the
university session.
economy generally. For this reason it is the recent market slide. A fourth factor is
salary decisions?
Q: How do you make up the difference
Lawrence : We are going to attempt to impossible to anticipate how much of a the leveling off and. in selective cases,
between the anticipated deficit of $2-$2.5
make salary allocations of all kinds — staff reduction we will acheive through withdrawal of federal support. Cornell is
million and the budget stablization
faculty and non-academic — in the spring. attrition. In certain sectors of the
much stronger than most institutions in
reserve?
this area. But each year the task of finding
Lawrence: We will have to draw on
research sponsors becomes
"Funds will be available for necessary and desirable salary necessary
other unrestricted capital funds.
more difficult. New social legislation has
increases depending essentially on our success in meeting overall also added to our costs.
Q: Does this mean endowment?
budget reduction goals."
A recent decision brings the University
Lawrence: These funds we would draw
upon are expendible and unrestricted as
within the State unemployment insurance
to use and are therefore not technically
The budget that goes to the Trustees late University staff, particularly in the program, which we estimate will add
classified as endownment. However, they
this month will include a request for custodial, maid services, and libraries, almost $300,000 to the unrestricted
are producing income so every time you
necessary funds for these adjustments.
rather higher turnover rates are natural. budget in 1971-72. Social security has
reduce them, your annual income is
Q: In terms of increasing income, do This has permitted us to make more been progressively liberalized and so have
reduced accordingly. The market value of
you expect to charge for some services drastic adjustments in service levels in other fringe benefit programs.
the funds which can be applied to
these areas than in those in which there is
that may not have carried a charge in the
Another problem has been the expenses
endowed unit deficits was approximately
more stable staffing.
past?
associated with campus disorders, which
$18-million on July 1. 1970. Based on
Lawrence: One of the things we are
Q: In terms of the budget goals for the can be quite substantial when all added
current estimates, this year's deficit will
trying to do is to get a better association non-academic areas, won't a cumulative' up. Then there are the new activities
force us to expend from $15-$2-million
of income and expense so that we can reduction of 15 per cent over three years which Cornell has undertaken to stay
of the total.
have a more reliable gauge of which of require that departments eventually abreast of the times and respond to social
our activities are indeed paying their own eliminate some positions?
needs.
:Q.
Regarding the current budget
way and which depend for support on the
Finally, the last factor I would mention
planning process. Provost Plane has
Lawrence: Yes. We hope this can be
indicated certain budget goals for the
general unrestricted fund. We have achieved through natural attrition. But has to do with the increasing complexity
academic departments up through '73already begun to impose charges in new there will also be relocations within the of education itself. The knowledge
74. What are the goals in the nonareas such as parking and expect to University. For example, as the North explosion, that we have all heard about,
academic areas?
develop over the next year a more explicit dormitory complex is completed, there means more things to teach and many
Lawrence: Our effort will be to achieve
approach to fees and user charges on will be a need for custodial personnel more tools needed to teach them. They all
even larger savings in the non-academic
other services and/or facilities. But with there. And as we cut back in other areas, cost money and the money needed to stay
areas, recognizing the fact that the main
the amounts already being paid by some people can be shifted to the new at the leading edge of higher education is
purpose of the University is instruction
students to come to Cornell,,! hope that dorms. There will be similar possibilities in ' Continued on Page 8

In previous articles Provost Robert A.
Plane described budget planning for
academic units at Cornell in the coming
year, and Vice President for Public Affairs
Steven Muller discussed the prospects for
increased income in the years ahead. In
this concluding article Vice President for
Administration Samual A. Lawrence
discusses budget planning for nonacademic units.
Question: How severe is Cornell's
financial problem?
Lawrence: My appraisal is that the
problem is severe-but not insurmountable.
The $2 to $2.5-million deficit which we
are estimating for the Ithaca campus this
year is a large chunk of money.

and research and that we should hold
support costs at a minimum. However, we
have to recognize that many of these
support costs are particularly susceptible
to cost inflation and that many of the
services being provided—heating, snow
removal, and insurance, for example —
are pretty basic to our operation. Also,
next year we will have a larger student
body, more transactions to process and
more buildings to maintain.
Within the support category there really
are two kinds of activities: those which
generate income such as housing and
dining and those which are financed from
general University funds. The goal for the
first group is to achieve a self-supporting
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The Senate Page
The Senate Page is the official bulletin of the Cornell University
Senate. Publication is supervised by Kay Ft. Hanna. Senate'
administrator. 211 Stimson Hall. 256-3715.

VOTER
CATEGORIES

Senate Agenda
1. Agenda
2 Minutes
3. Discussion with President
Corson concerning access to
campus and the general question
of communication between the
Senate and the Presidents office.
4. Reports from Committees
a. Board on Student Health
— the following amendment to
the Constitution (A-59. Section
2):
Charge Article VII. Section 3
a. The phrase "...and the
Vice President for Campus
Affairs" shall be deleted and
replaced by the following: "and
an administrative officer of the
University appointed by the
President The Vice President for
Campus Affairs shall serve exofficio and without a vote."
b. The phrase "...and the
Board of Student Health shall
determine the detailed budgets"
shall be deleted and replaced by
the following:
"...and the categorical
budget shall be prepared by the
director of the University Health
Services with the consultation
and approval of the Board of
Student Health".
b. Special Committee on
Employes — amendment to
increase
employe
representation on the Senate (A
163) and amendment to change
all representation to one man.
one vote (A-152) — the latter
not being a committee proposal
c.
Credentials
—
amendment to give Freshman
Senators the vote (A-82):
1
From Article II.
Section 8. delete the words
"with all privileges except voting.
These freshman may. however,
serve as voting members on
committees of the Senate."
2. To Article II, Section 9.
add the word "full" between
"successive" and "terms"
d.
Nominations
and
Elections — legislation on
ratification
of
Constitutional

Amendments (A-143).
e. Bylaws — proposed rule
on dealing with complaints
against the Senate (A-149) —
giving notice.
f Credentials — giving
notice of proposed change in the
Bylaws dealing with election of
trustees.
g. Bylaws — Bylaw to
require committee minutes and a
yearly report (A-134).
h
Campus
Life
—
Subcommittee on Dining —
legislation
concerning
purchasing policy on lettuce (A
124).
i.
Campus
Life
—
Subcommittee on Housing —
legislation
on
sophomore
residence requirement for 19711972(A-150).
j. Educational Innovation —
legislation to set up an Agency
for Educational Innovation (A
148).
k. Campus Life — budget for
the Division of Campus Life if
ready.
I
Minority
and
Disadvantaged
Interests
—
recommendatory
resolution
encouraging
deans
and
admissions officers to work
towards equal admissions for
women (A-72 revised).
m.
Public
Safety
—
recommendatory
resolution
concerning
poisonous
ornamental plants within the
married student housing areas (A
136).
n.
Minority
and
Disadvantaged Interests — bill
to protect against discrimination
due to observance of religious
holidays (A-133).
o.
Nominations
and
Elections — Bylaw to provide for
the election of a member of the
Board of Trustees from the nontenured faculty (A-1 51).
p. Military Training —
additional motion on ROTC at
Cornell (A-160).
5. Old Business

I.

Students (number and seats)
Graduates ( 3 0 % - \7 scats)
Undergraduates (70% - 39 seats)
Seating calculations
Subtotals
Fractional Wo. of
Seats guaranteed
Seats proposed {grad.
(undergr.

H.

Faculty (number and seats)
Tenured
Non-tenured Processors
Instructors
Sr. Research Associates
5r. Extension Associates

Subtotal - Non-tenured Faculty
Total - Faculty Members
calculations
FractionalNo.ofseats
Seats guaranteed
Seats proposed total

6. New Business

Search Committee
The Search Committee for the
position of Vice President of
Campus Affairs held its first
meeting January 4th. Committee
Chairman Lisle Carter. Vice
President
of
Social
and
Environmental
Studies
announced as a result of the
meeting the committee invites
interested members of the
Cornell community to make
recommendations
for

consideration for this position to
the Search Committee by
submitting a letter to Lisle
Carters office, 303 Day Hall or
by calling his assistant. Carol
Husbands at 256-3596. The
committee
welcomes
the
recommendation of persons on
campus as well as of those not
connected presently with the
university.

Senate Elections — Petition Due Dates
Friday, January 8 — Petitions
for students running for the
Board of Trustees are due.
Tuesday, February 2 —
Petitions for the faculty member

elected by the students to the
Board of Trustees are due.
Tuesday.

February

16

—

Senate Elections.

Resignation Announced
The resignation of A. J. Mayer,
Arts Undergrad. was announced
at the Senate meeting on

21

December 17. There will be no
by-election because it is so late
in the Senate term.

(tenured)
(non-ten.)

EL Other — Scats guaranteed
IV Number of Persons Represented
ILR By-Election

Amendments

Notice is hereby given that
The Credentials Committee
action
on the following proposed
announced the election of James
O Morris to the Senate by the constitutional amendments and
bylaws will be on tonight's
ILR Faculty.
proposed Senate agenda:
(1) Bill A-59 Section 2. to
Senate Calendar
amend Article VII Section 3 by
Thursday, January 7 — 3:00 deleting the phrase "... and the
— Bylaws Committee. 127' Vice President for Campus
Clark
7:30
—
SENATE Affairs" and replacing it with
MEETING.
K a u t r n a n n "and an administrative officer of
Auditorium. Goldwm Smith Hall.
the University appointed by the

300

157

17

President. The Vice President for
Campus Affairs shall serve exofficio and without a vote": and
by deleting the phrase "... and
the Board of Student Health shall
determine the detailed budgets"
and replacing it with "... and the
categorical budget shall be
prepared by the director of the
University Health Services with
the consultation and approval of
the Board of Student Health."
(2) Recommendations of the

A

Special
O
Employees,
afj>Dr
substitute A-1 52.; Dri
distributed.
(3) Bill A-82. ^
Article II Secti<4j*
"with all privilege, 6f)!
The
ffreshmen
ehen V
V^
These
serve as voting ^
committees of tW l
to add to Article
word "full" be
"successive" an" ^
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effect of the amendment would
be to give freshman Senators the
vote while still allowing them
(and other Senators who may be
elected in by-elections) to serve
three additional consecutive full
terms.
(4) Bill A-134 regarding
committee minutes and reports,
previously distributed.
(5) Bill A-151 regarding
election of a member of the
Board of Trustees from the non-

tenured
faculty,
distributed.

previously

Representation
The
Senate
Constitution
requires that the Senate be
reapportioned every year. The
chart
on
''election
constituencies" is proposed by
the Senate Nominations and
Elections Committee as a guide
to the distribution of seats for the
Senate that will begin next
March.

Student Categories
There are 60 seats allocated
to students As 2 seats are
guaranteed to students in the
COSEP program and 2 seats to
students in Africana Studies, this
leaves 56 to be divided
proportionately
between
graduate and undergraduate
students. The last figures which
are considered final and accurate
on student enrollments are those
for last fall, which are shown on

the
chart
The Registrar
estimates that the number of
new students and the number of
students leaving Cornell about
cancel out for the spring term.
Therefore
the
student
apportionment has been made
on the fall term figures. (See
"Seats Proposed") Incoming
freshmen will receive their own
representation in a special
election to be held among their
own number next fall.

The students counted (and
eligible to vote) are those for
whom full fees are paid and who,
as a result, have been issued an
identification card. These also
meet the Registrar's official
definition of "student." Excluded
are
part-time
extramural
students and students on leave.
In arriving at the number of
students for each 'school and
college, the problem of the status
Continued on Page 11
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Bulletin
of the Faculty

Lawrence Examines
University Finances
Continued from Page 5
money which we have to spend. The
widening difference in the cost to most
students in Cornells endowed units
versus the alternative of a state supported
university compels private institutions to
offer a top quality program. Prestige is not
enough, we must be able to prove our
worth.
Q: Can you predict when the budget
squeeze will be eliminated?
Lawrence: Our goal is a break-even
budget, that is with expenses equaling
income by the academic year 1973-74.
But I do not know that even this will
eliminate the budget squeeze as I am sure
that there will be a backlog of high priority
projects competing for whatever margin

we cannot do everything we would like,
and that money spent in one activity
simply will not be available to another.
This awareness is vital. It is the necessary
basis for effective action.
A second factor working in our favor is
that the financial squeeze on Cornell is not
unique. We are. in fact, probably in a
better position than most to' absorb the
shock. All universities, public as well as
private, are feeling the bite and
consequently
paying
much
closer
attention to their finances, just as we are at
Cornell. This provides the opportunity for
collective action to correct practies which
crept into university operations during
more affluent times. I refer here to such
things as the expensive competition for

"...The financial squeeze on Cornell is not unique. We are, in
fact, probably in a better position than most to absorb the shocks."
of uncommitted money that can be
developed at that time
0. Are you optimistic about Cornell's
ability to reverse the trend of increasingdeficits which has developed over the last
six years?
Lawrence: Yes. I am. If one only looks
at the factors causing our deficit situation,
he would no doubt be quite pesimistic.
But there are other elements at work
which provide a basis for optimism that
the past pattern of annually increasing
deficits can be reversed and that we may
even get back in budget balance over the
next three years. Let me mention some of
these bases for optimism. First, there was
a growing awareness in the University
community that dollars are limited, that

students, faculty and research grants.
Another bright spot on Cornell's
financial horizon can be found in the
pockets of currently unused or under
utilized funds which we can apply to
current operating needs. Finally, increased'
attention to financial management, more
complete accounting and improved
budget procedures can help to assume
full value for each dollar spent and that
funds are not spent for the purposes for
which they are not planned. Indeed, the
consequences of the financial situation in
which we find ourselves need not be all
bad. If we can use this period to thighten
up operations, improve our efficiency and
planning, we should emerge as an even
stronger institution and better equipped to
adapt to changing times.

Ag Sees Wide Range of Research
Initiation of a project to design
a system capable of detecting life
on Mars, an effective method of
removing
radioactive
fallout
elements from food plants, and a
breakthrough in herbicide usage
were among major research
projects in 1970 at the New York
State College of Agriculture.
Now being readied for possible
use in the 1975 unmanned
Viking space probe, the Cornell
life detection system will b e '
designed to identify chemical
products associated with an
existing living system on that
"red planet."
The projected system will look
for
microorganisms
through
analysis of volatile substances or
"byproducts" released by living
cells that are uniquely adapted to
the native Martian conditions.
One of the simplest and most
hardy forms of life on Earth,
microbes are considered likely
candidates for life on that planet.
The project is supported by a
grant
from
the
National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
As for fallout decontamination,
the technique involves leaching
of radioactive materials, such as
strontium-90 and cecium-137.
with
mist
treatments
on
contaminated plants
The method, successful in

eliminating
almost
all
contaminants
under
proper
conditions, is workable under
field conditions to save vital food
supplies in case of a nuclear war
or accidental release of fallout
materials from peaceful uses of
atomic energy. Also applicable to
other kinds of pollutants, the
procedure was developed over
the past 10 years.
Scientists
seeking
more
effective weed control reported
the discovery that the efficacy of
certain
combinations
of
herbicides becomes 10 to 20
times greater than when applied
separately. The method requires
only ounces of two or more
different weed killers in one
gallon of fruit spray oil to cover
an acre of crop land.
The finding, hailed as a
breakthrough in harnessing what
scientists
call
"synergistic
response"
from
herbicide
mixtures, could minimize the
danger of soil pollution and
buildup of chemical residues in
food crops because of greatly
reduced amounts of herbicides
required*
During the year, scientists at
the College of Agriculture also
made big strides on other
important
scientific
fronts,
probing
deeper
into
the
mysteries of the nerve cells, the

(Publication of this Bulletin is supervised by the
Secretary of the University Faculty William T. Keeton,
304 Day Hall, 256-4843.)

Faculty Council Meeting
January 6, 1971

I
SB

faculty members who have
served
in the past as
parliamentarians, or who have
special
knowledge
of
parliamentary
procedures.
While opinions obtained did not
agree in all details, all did agree
that a two-thirds vote would be
necessary in some point in the
proceedings. In view of those
opinions, the Faculty Council
made the following rulings:
"Any actions that irrevocably
delegates powers of the faculty
to a subsidiary body is valid only
if approved by two-thirds of
those voting.
"This means that if the faculty
meeting on Janauary 13 decides
there will be a referendum, it
will be the referendum that
requires the two-thirds vote. If
the meeting decides there will
not be a referendum, then the
vote on the proposal will require
a two-thirds vote."

Continued from Page 3

entering the market (jointventure,
direct
export. or
licensing an overseas plant)
Names
and addresses of
potential foreign customers,
agents, distributors or licensees
also will be included.
Students will have full access
to
dSta
at
Commerce
Department Field Offices near
their schools. Cornell students
will look to the Buffalo Field
Office
for assistance. BIC
personnel in Washington will be
available for consultations. Each
student will receive $50. jointly
contributed by the Commerce
Department and his assigned
firm, for research expenses.
This
business-governmentacademic initiative is one of a
number of efforts to help attain
the Nation's goal of $50 billion a
year in exports by 1973. in order
to strengthen the U.S. trade
position and improve the balance
of payments.
In addition to Cornell, other
universities invited to take part in
the "MBA Export Expansion
Program" are Boston University.
University
of California at
Berkeley; Columbia University;
George Washington University;
Georgia
State
University;
Harvard
University;
Indiana
University;
University
of
Massachusetts; Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology;
University of Michigan; City
University of New York; New
York University; Northern Illinois
University;
Northwestern
University;
University
of
Pennsylvania; San Francisco
State College; University of
Southern California; Syracuse
University;
Thunderbird
Graduate School of International
Management; and University of
Wisconsin.

1 Business Exports

J

nervous system, antibodies, the
mechanism of vitamin B-12
absorption and synthesis in the
ruminant, and the pathway of
DDT breakdown.
Researchers involved in the
study of antibodies reported that
they were nearing isolation and
purification of an antibody from
experimental animals. The study,
should it meet with success, will
open the way to learning how the
human body is capable of
producing
antibodies
in
combating disease. The work
may eventually lead to the
synthesis of antibodies in the
laboratory.
Another group of researchers
was on its way to isolating one of
the key "switch-plates." or
receptors, that allow all nerves to
turn on and off. Successful
isolation and understanding of
the way the receptor works,
something completely unknown
now, can have far-reaching
effects on treating mental illness
and in understanding how drugs
work on the mind
Researchers
studying
prehistoric plant life reported a
recent discovery of important
fossils in central New York; the
fossil plants may prove to be the
"missing link" between some
primitive plants of long ago and
Continued on Hage 12

The Faculty Council was asked
whether professors may require
that
take-home
final
examinations be turned in during
the study period next week. The
Council ruled that this is
contrary to faculty legislation,
and that students may
legitimately refuse to submit
such examinations during the
study period. In which case, the
work will be due on the day
during the regular examination
period
when the
final
examination for that course was
scheduled by the Registrar.
Some faculty members asked
the Faculty Council whether the
passage of' proposals of the
Temporary
Committee on
Organization and Procedures of
the University Faculty (the
Pasley
Committee)
would
require a simple majority, or a
two-thirds vote of faculty. The
Council consulted with several

Massachusetts
Institute
of
• Technology.
Last year, in
cooperation
with
the
International Center of New
England and under sponsorship
of the New England Regional
Commission, the Sloan School
program was expanded to
include the Harvard Business
School. Boston University and
the University of Massachusetts.
Here's how the CornellCommerce
Department
cooperative program will work to
provide foreign market studies
for U.S. companies:
The Department of Commerce
and the participating schools will
invite U.S. firms to take part and
will compile a list of firms in
Central New York that are
interested. (Manufacturers also
may get in touch directly with
their Department of Commerce
field offices.) Cornell then will
assign a graduate student in
business administration to work
with each company selected.
In cooperation with company
officials, the student will examine
the firm's capacity to begin or
expand export operations. The
student then will research
international
business
data
gathered by the Commerce
Department indicating foreign
sales opportunities for the fir/n's
product, and will prepare a
formal
report
with
recommendations for action by
the firm.
The study will include such
information as the estimated size
of a foreign market, rate of
growth, expected gross margin
on sales, extent of foreign and
U.S. competition, description of
product
modifications
(if
necessary), data on end-users,
and recommended means of
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Chronicle Comment

Chronicle Comment is a forum of opinion for students, staff and employes. Comment may be addressed to
Michael Rosenbaum, managing editor. Chronicle, 122 Day Hall.
Editor:
On December 11
11 I forwarded
to you the following letter:
"On Saturday. December 5,
Cornell suffered the most blatant,
direct and successful attack on
freedom of speech which has
occurred on this campus. A small
group of self-appointed censors
used physical power to prevent a
man (a representative of the
government of South Africa)
from speaking here and to
prevent those who came to hear
him from hearing what he had to
say. (See the Cornell Daily Sun,
December 7.)
"And what has been the
response of Cornell to this event?
The Chronicle answers that
question: although it has front
page space for a story, "Old Car
Buff Buys Bus." nowhere on the
first page or anywhere else in its
December 10 issue is there a
word about the serious blow
which freedom of speech has
received on this campus. I very
much suspect that the Chronicle
mirrors the general consensus:
since the man silenced would
almost surely have expressed
views most of us find obnoxious,
we don't give a damn that he
was shut up.
"The foregoing version of
intellectual "liberty" which now
appears to prevail at Cornell is
characteristic of every repressive
authoritarianism which has ever
existed. It is not worthy of any
institution which purports to be a
seat of free intellectual inquiry.
The time will come when people
of very divergent social views will
regret the day when that
monstrous distortion of freedom
of speech was quietly accepted
as the principle governing this
campus."
Vice President Muller was kind^
enough to call me after the
submission of this letter to
suggest that there might be

Credit Union
Announces Rate
A five-and-one-half per cent
dividend (annual rate) has been
declared by the Cornell Federal
Credit Union on the share
holdings of members for the
quarter ending December 3 1 ,
1970.
Unless there is a change in the
general economic conditions, the
Board of Directors anticipates
that the same dividend rate can
be maintained for 1971.
Golden
Thrift
Certificate
interest rate has been raised to
six per cent annual rate. These
Certificates are issued in $500
denominations with 6 month
maturity from date of issuance,
with automatic renewal if not
redeemed or called.
The
present
outstanding
Golden Thrift Certificates will
continue to earn at five and a half
per cent until their maturity, and
will automatically be renewed at
six per cent. It will not be
necessary for the Certificates to
be rewritten since all other terms
remain the same.

some factual error in it. As
result of his conversation
agreed not to have the letter
published immediately
I have now learned that after
the incident described in the
letter, the representative of the
government of South Africa
spoke to a small group in a
different
room
from
that
originally scheduled, although
not to the audience which had
come to the advertised place at
the advertised time. Since this is
a distinction without a difference
in terms of the threat to
intellectual liberty. I should
appreciate your publishing the
original letter as above along
with this addition.
Ian R. Macneil
Professor of Law
Editor's Note:
Cornell Chronicle regrets that
in its December 9, 1970 issue it
was unaware of the fact that a
request had been made by the
University administration for an
investigation of the December 5
South African panel incident by
the Office of the Judicial
Administrator.
To the Editor:
I see that discussions have
been initiated concerning the
possibility of University wide
adoption of S-U grading for
undergraduates. I wish to try to
muster opposition to this system
since I think it has very real
disadvantages, but to propose an
alternative which I think is much
more desirable. As I have
wrestled with grading over
sixteen years of teaching, I have
gradually decided that there
really should only be three
categories: He (or she) made it;
he (or she) didn't make it; I don't
know.
Realizing
the
unacceptability of this. I have
gradually come to the conclusion
that the most satisfactory system
would be S, U and E, with the E
representing the designation for
outstanding
performance
or
"excellent". I feel that it is very
important that we have this third
letter grade.
I believe we need to encourage
scholarship, and I keep hearing
noises
about
"excellence"
arising from administrative and
faculty circles, and it would seem
to me to be a step backward to
remove the recognition of such
scholarship by having only one
letter designation for anyone
who had achieved a "pass". It is
extremely frustrating to try to
evaluate graduate applications
when the undergraduate grades
consist of only pass, fail, or SU.
If grades are to be useful
indicators at all in the process of
allocating
scarce
graduate
school resources among many
competitors, we need some
differentiation
which
will
recognize
outstanding
performance
on
the
undergraduate level. I have just
gone through the frustrating
experience of trying to unsnarl
the transfer application for my
son who is wanting to leave an

WZmWimmim

Law School
(Sage Notes; 1 Sets Stevens
Graduate students may
1 Scholarship
obtain registration material •••:
for the Spring Term in
Room 112 Ives Hall during
January 13-15. 8:30p.m. 4:30p.m. daily.
The deadline for this
current degree period is
January
15.
1971.
Students who hope to get
a January degree should
make sure that all the
necessary credentials are
filed in the Graduate
School
on or before
January 15. 1971.

Cornell
University's
Law
School has established the Eva
Howe Stevens Scholarship to be
awarded to a student on the
basis of financial need and
scholarship.
The scholarship honors Mrs.
Stevens, widow of Robert S.
Stevens, dean of the Law School
from 1937 to 1954 when he
retired. Mr Stevens had been a
member of the Law School since
I do not feel this way about the
1919. He died Nov. 17. 1968
use of SU on the graduate level,
Mrs. Stevens has been a
and one of my courses for
In
recent
years
generous supporter of the Law
graduate students only employs
Commencement at Cornell
School and has made several
this
exclusively.
For
has included a section in
substantial contributions to the
undergraduates it is a mistake,
which
individual
Robert S. Stevens Professorship
and I urge those of you who feel
recognition is given to
Fund. She has remained active in
::
similarly inclined, to let your
graduate
students 3j
Law School affairs and frequently
feelings be known to the
obtaining the Ph.D. during •$
entertains law student wives, as
University Administration.
the year and who are :•:• she did when her late husband
Lawrence S Hamilton
present
at
t h e '$
was dean
Department of Conservation
Commencement
i$
Ray Forrester, dean of the Law
ceremony.
:•£
School, said: "It gives those of us
To Whom it may Concern:
an informal poll is being '$
in the Law School a great
The following statement has
taken of graduate'student ;•:•:
satisfaction to have Eva Stevens
been approved by members of
sentiment.
;•;••
receive this most appropriate
the University Review Board at a
Please indicate
your •:•:: honor from the University She
meeting held on December 15,
preference (assuming you :•£: has been a most significant and
1970.
were eligible)
£5
devoted member of the Law
"The University Hearing Board
() a Ph.D. ceremony in •:•:; School community."
gave the penalty of Disciplinary
a conventional
i$
Probation to a student after a
Commencement
•:£
hearing held on November 17,
() a Ph.D. ceremony in '£<
1970. This action was appealed
a separate Commence- '%
to the University Review Board.
mem for graduate students :&
After a full hearing of the case,
only
:•:•
the University Review Board has
() I have no interest :•:•
decided
to set aside the
in any Ph.D. Commence- ;•:•
Cornell
University.
the
University
Hearing
Board's
mem ceremony. I' am a i:j:
University of New Hampshire
action for the following reasons:
Ph.D. candidate () yes :•:•: (UNH) and the State University
1. The University Review
() no I expect to get •$
of New York (SUNY) will jointly
Board believes the appellant's
my Ph.D. by
$
present a four-credit summer
hearing was delayed for beyond
Return the completed
course "Introduction to Marine
the ten (10) day period as
questionaire by Campus
Science"
primarily
for
specified in the Rules for the
mail to Dean Leurgans.
undergraduates from June 5 to
Maintenance of Public Order.
100
Sage
Graduate
July 2. 1971.
(The hearing took place fifty-five
Center.
(55) days after receipt of the
The first three weeks of the
citation by the appellant.)
course will take place at the Isles
2. The University Review
of Shoals, ten miles off the coast
Board
believes
that
the
of Portsmouth. N.H. and the final
All "Incomplete" grades
University Hearing Board handed
week in campus facilities of UNH
for students in the College
down a penalty improper to their
and at the Jackson Estuarine
of Arts and Sciences for
jurisdiction, namely, a penalty
Laboratory on the Great Bay
the Spring term of 1970.
listed under the Student Code
estuary system of southeastern
are due in the Office of
and not under the Rules for the
New Hampshire.
Recording and Scheduling.
Maintenance of Public Order as
134 Goldwin Smith, by
stated in the Cornell University
Approximately
30
faculty,
January 20, 1971. If they
Policy Notebook 1970-71. dated
including Peter Weyl of SUNY.
are not received by that
August W0."Kenneth
Vimr
7 ,
Perry W. Gilbert of Cornell, who
date, they will be reverted
is also director of the Mote
toF.
Chairman, URB
Marine Laboratory in Florida, and
Galen Jones, director of UNH's
Jackson Estuarine Laboratory,
The
Personnel
Office
Wright
—
University
will lecture. Additional guest
announced
the
following
Development
Key
Punch
lecturers will include personnel
promotions: Frances Geherin —
Operator-Records
Clerk.
from
the U.S. Bureau of
Deans
Office-Agriculture
Elizabeth
Selvarajah
—
Commercial
Fisheries, the state
Administrative Assistant II —
University Development Clerkfish and game departments. U.S.
Administrative
Assistant
III.
Records Clerk. Lois Litteer —
Coast Guard, trawler captains,
Antonietta Fiore — University
University Development Clerklobstermen. sports fishermen
Development Account Clerk —
Records Clerk.
and industry.
Senior Clerk. Louise Maynard —
University
Development
Lucy Carruthers — Chemistry
In addition to academic and
Supervisor Data Processing —
Programmer
Il-Senior
practical aspects of marine
Chief Account Clerk. Bernice
Programmer. David Rice —
sciences, students will have an
Cook — University Development
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies
opportunity
to
learn
the
Account
Clerk-Senior
Clerk.
Operating Technician-Research
rudiments of positioning, simple
Stella Chronis — University
Engineer II. Crystal Bradford —
coastal navigation, small boat
Development
Account
ClerkUniversity Library Department
handling and safety afloat.
Senior Clerk. Bryce Carley —
Secretary
—
Administrative
University
Development
Secretary. Shirley Kahkonen —
Further
information
and
Robotypist
—
Flexowriter
Poultry
Science
Laboratory
application
forms
may be
Operator.
Technician-Technical Aide. Karen
obtained
from
John
M.
Syzamski
—
Industrial
and
Labor
Kingsbury.
Director;
B
20
Ives
Marie Andree — University
Relations
Technical
AideHall. Deadline for receipt of
Development
Key
Punch
Statistical Typist.
applications is March 15.
Operator-Principal Clerk. Edna

institution which gives only pass fail, and enter an institution who
consider that his grades of
"pass" represent just average
performance. The alternate to
this is to have a narrative system ,
accompany
these
rather
meaningless letter grades, but I
think the necessity for this would
be obviated by the simple
recognition of outstanding work

Marine
Course Set
For Summer

Incompletes Due

Promotions Announced
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in separating exempt and nonexempt employees. Those who
do not know their status in this
respect should consult their
supervisors or the University
proportionate distribution among
Personnel Department. But some
the faculties of the separate
'of
the
"non-professional
schools and colleges.
academics" categories have
Question of Small Units been difficult to define or
ascertain in terms of numbers
The~Constitution does not fully
and names Actually, all the
anticipate what to do with
several very small units. It does figures on the very bottom line of
the chart (on line with the phrase
state, "faculty representatives
"number
of
persons
divided among the colleges,
represented") are based on
proportional to the number of the
information supplied by all
faculty of the colleges ... (and)
department offices.
every college or school shall
have at least one student and,
Separate representation is also
one faculty representative." But.
required for research associates.
for example, the School .of
For sake of general equity, to
Nutrition has no students other
these have been added a much
than those already included
smaller number of extension
within the Graduate School.
associates, who in terms of pay
Apparently few realized the
and general status, are similar.
School
of
Aeronautical
Also the new posts of Vice
Engineering was technically, a
Provosts vote with the Vice
separate school. And. while there
Presidents.
was
provision
for
a
representative from the separate
"department" of Health Services,
George Meany. president of
there was none for the faculty of
the three military departments the AFL-CIO. called upon higher
(here again there are no students education to assist in refining
separate from other schools), -labor-management relations and
deplored the fact that only 25
and there was no thought of the
universities "even try to establish
separate department of Physical
meaningful labor studies." at a
Education or of CURW.
dinner in New York honoring the
After consultation with the
New York State School of
Ombudsman last spring, two
Industrial and Labor Relations.
principles were adopted to
Dec. 11.
handle these cases.
Hailing the ILR School as a
First, it was that no full time
successful prototype. Meany
faculty or student should be
said. "It seems to me that there
without representation — hence
can be no better guide to the
there should be some provision
objectives and purposes that
for the faculty of the military
labor studies centers should aim
departments
and
some
at.
consideration of the situation of
Meany's remarks were made
the department of Physical
at
the 25th anniversary dinner
Education and CURW.
with more than 500 persons
No small school or department
attending
at
the
Hotel
should be separately designated
Commodore.
Speakers
also
for representation unless its
included Bayard Rustin, director
number of students or faculty
of the A. Phillip Randolph
entitled it to a major fraction of a
Institute.
whole
seat.
If
such
representation came to less than
a major fraction, the students
and or faculty of that unit would
Continued from Page 1
be combined with some related
disruption did in fact occur.
unit. Otherwise too many other
no
complaint
students and faculty are deprived However,
concerning
the
incident
was ever
of proportionate representation,
there being only a fixed number made to this office. Moreover,
while
this
office
had
of seats.
conversations with the sponsors
Hence, the graduate students
of the event, with participants,
in Aeronautical Engineering are
and with a number of eye
combined with those of the
witnesses,
none
of
these
Graduate
School.
the
individuals expressed a desire to
Aeronautical Engineering faculty
make a complaint or to request
with the faculty of Engineering.
the
institution
of
judicial
The faculty of the School of
proceedings
against
any
Nutrition is combined with
particular
individual.
In
addition,
Agriculture's
Division
of
Biological and Botanic Sciences. the investigation revealed at best
ambiguous
situation,
The three military departments an
several
have been combined for one i n v o l v i n g
misunderstandings,
which
faculty seat.
generally have since been
In cases where faculty have
cleared up through direct contact
joint appointments, a faculty
between the parties involved.
member votes in the unit that
"It is the conclusion of the
pays the most of his salary, or
report of this office to the
where salary is equally divided,
President that the institution of
the unit of his choice. However,
formal
judicial
proceedings
the department of Computer
against any particular individual
Science is equally divided
involved is not warranted. This
between two colleges and has
office
further requests that the
chosen to vote with the
complete text of the report to the
Engineering faculty.
President remain confidential,
Other Voting Categories because a number of individuals
Many of these categories are
asked
that
they
not
be
clearcut. There is little difficulty
identified."

The Senate Page
Continued from Page 7

of "unclassified students" and of
"joint registrants" (the latter are
mainly in B&PA joint programs)
had to be settled. There is no
constitutional provision for joint
registrants. But the constitution
of the Senate provided that
"unclassified
students
may
declare their membership in a
school or college for purposes of
voting or candidacy." Joint
registrants have been placed for
voting purposes in the school or
college where they would receive
their first degree.
In calculating the student
seats, it was determined first (as
required by the Constitution) that
the graduate students were
entitled to 16 seats (actually
15.73. but rounded off to the
nearest whole number) and the
undergraduates were entitled to
40 (39.51 rounded off similarly).
Then the calculations were made
for the distribution of graduate
seats among The Graduate
School
and
the
separate
professional schools of B&PA
and Law. whose students,
though graduate students, are
not members of the Graduate
School

Faculty Categories
The faculty apportionment
and
elections
are
more
complicated than those for the
students. The faculties of the
College of Agriculture and of the
College of Arts and Sciences
must be divided into the divisions
shown on the chart, with each
division holding a separate
election. In addition, within each
division or school which is
entitled to 4 or more seats, these
must be divided proportionately
among tenured and non-tenured
faculty, with a further separate
election for each. Thus, within
the College of Arts and Sciences
there will be six separate faculty
elections, one for each t}f three
divisions, and each of the
divisions holding on electron for
tenureed and one for nontenured faculty.
The constitution provides that
"the definition of faculty member
shall be the definition used for
membership in that college's
faculty." This, in turn, is governed
for all school, college and
separate department and center
faculty by the Bylaws of the
University Board of Trustees. The
categories of "school and college
faculty"
(the
definition
of
University Faculty membership,
which does not apply here, is
different) are those shown under
"faculty" on the left side of the
chart. According to the University
Counsel's
office.
visiting
professors and professors emeriti
are properly excluded.
There are 60 seats allocated to
the faculty representatives. With
one of these given to the faculty
of
the
Africana
Studies
and
Research
Center
and
another
to
the
separate
Department of Health Services
(in both cases regardless of
numbers
of
persons
represented), this leaves 58 for
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University and is currently
completing the requirements for
a doctor of philosophy degree in
statistics.
Ned Rosen, a member of the
University faculty, since 1961.

Meany Speaks

MARTIN W. SAMPSON
Summer Session Dean

HENRYGVAUGHAN
Management Systems Head

S. Africa

In his statement, Corson said:
"I have received and read the
report of the Office of the Judicial
Administrator dealing with the
South
African
incident
of
December 5, and I accept its
conclusions. However, the report
makes it clear that a disruption
did occur and that freedom of
speech was denied in this
incident. This is a matter of the
utmost gravity for a university
community, and I intend to
discuss it with the University
faculty at the meeting scheduled
for January 13.
"After I rrceived word of this
incident. I wrote a letter of
apology on behalf of Cornell
University to the Honorable N.
W. Mbekeani. Ambassador of
Malawi to the United States and
Permanent Representative of
Malawi to the United Nations.
Ambassador Mbekeani has since
written to me accepting the
apology and expressing his
willingness to return to the
University if people are prepared
to listen to his point of view. I
hope that arrangements can be
made for this return visit at the
earliest possible opportunity."

has been named professor of
industrial and labor relations and
chairman of the Department of
Organizational Behavior in the
New York State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations
(ILR).
A specialist in industrial
psychology. Rosen's most recent
publications
have
been
concerned with the application of
open systems theory to formal
work organizations, leadership
process in small groups, and
extraneous behavior of human
participants in psychological
experiments.
In 1967-68 he was a Fulbright
Lecturer and visiting professor at
the University of London's
Birkbeck College.
Rosen was graduated from
Antioch College in 1953 with a
bachelor of arts degree in
economics
and
business
administration. He earned a
master's degree in labor and
industrial
relations
at
the
University of Illinois in 1955
before entering the U. S. Army
for two years. Subsequently, he
earned
his
doctorate
in
psychology at Purdue University
in 1960.
Martin W. Sampson, who has
been
director
of
Cornell
University's Summer Session
and Extramural Courses since
July, 1968 has been appointed
dean of the division, effective
January 1, Provost Robert A.
Plane announced.
In the two years since he took
over the division, its summer
session has expanded into new
areas including the visual and
performing
arts
and
its
extramural program has included
off-campus courses in cities such
as Buffalo, Albany and New York.
In 1967-68 total extramural
registration was a little fewer
than 1.000 students. Last year it
had increased to more than
1.500.
Sampson, who is also director
of the Division of Unclassified
Students at Cornell, is associate
professor
of
industrial
engineering
and
operations
research in Cornell's College of
Engineering.
He served as acting director of
the Division of Unclassified
Students during 1965-66. and
as acting director of the Division
of Basic Studies in Engineering
during the fall of 1966.
A graduate of Cornell. Class of
1939. Sampson joined the
faculty in 1941. He earned a
master of science degree in
engineering at Cornell in 1945.
Sampson has served on
numerous university and faculty
committees and is currently on
the
National
Scholarship
Committee. He has served on the
Undergraduate
Scholarship
Committee.
Fulbright
Scholarship
Committee.
Committee of Economic Status
of
the
Faculty.
Faculty
Committee on Student Conduct,
and Board of Directors of the
Cornell United Religious Work.
He is a past president of the
Cornell Chapter of the American
Association
of
University
Professors.
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Calendar
January 7-17

7:30 p.m. Cornell University Senate Meeting. Bache
Auditorium, Malott Hall.
8 p.m. "Varsity Hockey. Harvard. Lynah Rink.
8:15 p.m. "Varsity Polo. University of Pennsylvania.
Cornell Riding Hall.

Sunday, January 10

11 am Sage Chapel service The Reverend John J.
Scherer IV., University Associate Lutheran Chaplain.
Cornell United Religious Work.
4:30 p.m Seminar. The Evolution of Mating Behavior.
7 & 1 0 p m . * Film Around the World in 80 Days (see
William
Bossert,
Harvard
University.
Applied Jan. 8) Statler Auditorium.
Mathematics, sponsor. 101 Bradfield.
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film. Haxan (see Jan. 8) Drummond
7 & 9:15 p.m "Films. The Anniversary, and Whatever Studio. Lincoln Hall
Happened to Baby Jane? Cornell University Cinema,
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film. Little Caeser. with Edward G.
sponsor (attendance limited to Cornell Community) Ives
Robinson (attendance limited to Cornell community)
120.
Cornell Cinema, sponsor. Ives 120.
7 & 9.15 p m "Film. The Revolutionary, with Jon
7:30 p.m Cornell University Senate Meeting Bache
Voight. Cornell Cinema, sponsor. Drummond Studio.
Auditorium. Malott Hall.
8 p.m. "Cornell Duplicate Bridge Tournament. Sage
Hall Cafeteria.
7 & 9:15 p.m. Films (free admission, attendance
limited to Cornell community) Citizen Kane, with Orson
7 p.m. "Freshman Hockey Fergus All Stars. Lynah
Welles (at 7 p.m.): and The Great Dictator, with Charlie
Rink.
Chaplin, (at 9:15 p.m.) Cornell Cinema, sponsor. Ives
7 & 10 p.m. "Film. Around the World in 80 Days.
120.
Cornell Cinema, sponsor. Statler Auditorium.
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film. Haxan (witchcraft through the
7 & 9:15 p.m. Films (free admission) Citizen Kane and
ages*) Cornell Cinema, sponsor Drummond Studio,
The
Great Dictator (see Jan. 1 1). Ives 120.
Lincoln Hall.
8 p.m. "Cornell Duplicate Bridge Tournament. Sage
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film. The Thomas Crown Affair, with
Steve McQueen and Faye Dunaway. Cornell Cinema, Hall Cafeteria
sponsor (attendance limited to Cornell community). Ives
120.
Final Examinations Begin (end January 20, 1971)
7:30 p.m. Cornell University Senate Meeting. Bache
4^30 p.m. University Faculty Meeting Ives 120.
Auditorium. Malott Hall.

Thursday, January 7

Monday, January 11

Friday, January 8

Tuesday, January 12

Wednesday, January 13
Thursday, January 14

Saturday, January 9
1:10p.m. Instruction for Fall Term Ends
1:30 p.m. "Freshman Hockey St. Michaels. Lynah
Rink.
2 p m. Independent Study Period Begins.
2 p.m. "Track. Freshman and Varsity vs. Rutgers.
Barton Hall.
7 & 10 p.m. " Film Around the World in 80 Days (see
Jan. 8). Statler Auditorium
7 & 9:15 p m * Film Haxan (see Jan. 8). Drummond
Studio. Lincoln Hall
7 & 9 p m "Film The Thomas Crown Affair (see Jan
8) Ives 120.

Sunday, January 17
11 a.m. Sage Chapel service. Rabbi Morris Goldfarb.
University Jewish Chaplain, Cornell United Religious
Work.
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film. Public Enemy, with James
Cagney and Jean Harlow (attendance limited to
Cornell community). Cornell Cinema, sponsor. Ives 1 20.

Exhibits
ANDREW DICKSON WHITE MUSEUM OF ART
Critics Choice (closes Jan 10): Sculptors as Printmakers
(closes February 14). Hours: Tuesday through Saturday,
11 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunday. 1-5 p.m Closed Monday.
JOHN M. OLIN LIBRARY: Rare Book Room and
Gallery: American Institute of Graphic Arts — Fifty Books
of the Year: Lower Level: Ludwig van Beethoven,
December 16. 1770: History of Science Collections:
Suspension Bridges.
URIS LIBRARY. Costume Designs by Doug Marmee,
Department of Theatre Arts. 1969-1970.
McGRAW HALL. Department of Geological Sciences
(first floor, center hall): Geologic Environment and Man:
Use of naturally-occuring earth materials-Pegmatites:
Fossils. Edible and Unusual Mollusks: Geological
Oceanography Training Cruise (Duke-Cornell)
LAW LIBRARY. Myron Taylor Hall. Legal Public
Holidays.

Cornell University Press
Marcus: Yeats and the Beginning of Irish Renaissance.
Publication date December 18. 1970

Final Examinations.
Items for the Cornell Chronicle Calendar should be
7 & 9:1 5 p.m. * Film. Days of Wine and Roses. Cornell
Cinema, sponsor (attendance limited to Cornell submitted to the Office of the Secretary of the University.
312 Day Hall, at least one week prior to publication of
community). Ives J 20
the Chronicle. The Calendar is prepared by the Office of
the Secretary and the Office of Public Information. 110
Final Examinations.
Day Hall.
7 & 9:15 p.m " Films. Funeral in Berlin (at 7 p.m.): and
The Ipcress File (at 9:15 p.m.) (attendance limited to
"Admission charged.
Cornell community) Cornell Cinema, sponsor Ives 1 20.
Attendance at all events is limited to the approved,
7 & 9:15 p m "Films. Original Frankenstein (at 7 seating capacity of the hall..
p.m.); and original Dracula (at 9:15) Cornell Cinema,
sponsor. Statler Auditorium.

Friday, January 15

Saturday, January 16
Final Examinations

Research
Continued from Page 8
today's cone-bearing evergreen
trees.
Research dealing with water
pollution led to a conclusion that
the lakes and ponds infested with
algae because of excessive
nutrients from wastes may have
more ability to bounce back to
life
than
was
previously
assumed. Continuous evidence
of this sort of pollution in the
past had led to predictions of the
"death" of some lakes.
Meanwhile, plant scientists at
the College announced the
development of two new field
crop varieties — a soft white
winter wheat and a corn hybrid
for grain or silage production.
The wheat variety is high in
test weight, a major factor in
wheat quality for making cookies
and pastries. Seed production is
under way for commercial use in
time for the 1973 season
The new corn hybrid, named
"Cornell-101." is an early
maturing variety suitable for
short-season areas and highelevation regions, where much of
New York's corn crop is grown
Aside from its high yield
and
other
capacity
the
Cornell
improvements,
resistance
to
variety
has
Southern corn leaf blight that
broke out this year in the South
and Midwest. Now being' readied
for commercial production in

7 & 9:15 p.m. "Films Funeral in Berlin and The
Ipcress File (see Jan. 1 5) Ives 120.
7 ( 9:15 p.m. "Films Frankenstein and Dracula (see
Jan. 15) Statler Auditorium.

the initial effort of the College of
Agriculture in the fight against
the corn epidemic that also
invaded many parts of New York
The year 1970 also saw much
progress in research dealing with
poultry
products.
nutritional
problems, and plant research
dealing with the basic cause of
heat injury affecting plants, and
the mechanism involving the
plants ability to survive cold
injury in winter.

Black
Continued from Page 2
students.
Black is a life member of the
Institute
Internationale
de
Philosophie.
membership
in
which is limited to 70. only three
of which may be Americans. He
has been a Fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences since 1963 and in
1958 was president of the
American
Philosophical
Association. Eastern, Division.
Black was born in Russia in
1909. educated in England, and
has been an American citizen
since 1948 He received the
degree of bachelor of arts
(honors in mathematics) from
Cambridge University in 1930,
and a doctorate in mathematical
logic from the University of
London in 1939 and a doctor of
letters from the University of
JAU.

